Coli Tilter/Upender/Coil upender- Fhope packing machinery

Fhope Packaging Machinery Co.,ltd.
A professional supplier for Coil packing machine, wire packing
machine,
pipe packing machine, hose packing machine, pallet wrapping
machine,
door packing machine...
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Coil upender

---- Metals
---- Plastic
---- Textile
---- Paper
---- Window and door
---- Lumber and panel
---- Warehouse and palletizing

Select your products
----Coils
----Straight objects
----Pallet

Description:
Another Machines:

Coil upender mainly apply to turn the objects in metallurgical industry. It also widely used in the module up-ending, coil turning, modules
upending, roll upending... machine in above pictures is for steel coil, wire coil, aluminum coil...
The machine can be custom-build according client's requirement.
1.Drive system can be hydraulic
2.The conveyor can be connecting

Features:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Steel coil wrapping machine
The solution is special designed for steel coil
packaging. The package concept is an
integral part of the packaging with pvc
paper/film...

Special double chain drive, oblique gear and worm speed reducer.
Four-roller device wrapped with polyamide adhesive.
Inverter controls, Fast ,stable and safe
Two displacement restrictors adopted to grantee a safety operation
The machine can be stop at any angle in turning.
Emergence stop and position locking function avoid rotation

Control:
1. Control panel or remote control
2. Invertors for adjusting the speed
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Parameters:
FPCT-03

FPCT-05

Power Supply (V/Hz)

Wire coil packing machine
The machine puts a tight layer of film over all
surfaces of the panel. Highly efficiency, nice
packaging

FPCT-08

FPCT-10

AC 380/50( or your requirement)

Power consumption (KW)

1.3

2.0

2.5

3.5

Max. Loading

3T

5T

8T

10I

20-40

20-40

20-40

20-50

Speed (sec/set)

Machine Installation:
1. Place the machine in the corresponding neat melt pit; keep the working surface of the machine leveled with the ground
2. Connect the power supply according to the requirement of the nameplate, and make sure if it’s connected with the earth wire reliably.
3. Adjust the levelness of the machine, to make it stand in a horizontal state.
4. Check and make sure whether all the switch positions are appropriate and firm.
5. Install the external guardrail of the machine and fix it effectively.
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